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Abstract

The beetle superfamily Dytiscoidea, placed within the suborder Adephaga, comprises six families. The phylogenetic relationships of these families, whose species are aquatic, remain highly contentious. In particular the monophyly of the geographically disjunct Aspidytidae (China and South Africa) remains unclear. Here we use a phylogenomic approach to demonstrate that Aspidytidae are indeed monophyletic, as we inferred this phylogenetic relationship from analyzing nucleotide sequence data filtered for compositional heterogeneity and from analyzing amino-acid sequence data. Our analyses suggest that Aspidytidae are the sister group of Amphizoidae, although the support for this relationship is not unequivocal. A sister group relationship of Hygrobiidae to a clade comprising Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae, and Dytiscidae is supported by analyses in which model assumptions are violated the least. In general, we find that both concatenation and the applied coalescent method are sensitive to the effect of among-species compositional heterogeneity. Four-cluster likelihood-mapping suggests that despite the substantial size of the dataset and the use of advanced analytical methods, statistical support is weak for the inferred phylogenetic placement of Hygrobiidae. These results indicate that other kinds of data (e.g. genomic meta-characters) are possibly required to resolve the above-specified persisting phylogenetic uncertainties. Our study illustrates various data-driven confounding effects in phylogenetic reconstructions and highlights the need for careful monitoring of model violations prior to phylogenomic analysis.
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1. Introduction

Almost half of the ca. 13,000 beetle species with an aquatic lifestyle (Jäch and Balke, 2008) belong to the suborder Adephaga, which also contains more than 38,000 species of the terrestrial Carabidae and Trachypachidae. The aquatic (or semi-aquatic) adephagan families Amphizoidae, Dytiscidae, Gyrinidae, Haliplidae, Hygrobiidae, and Noteridae have traditionally been considered as monophyletic and collectively referred to as “Hydradephaga” (Crowson, 1960). The monophyly of “Hydradephaga” has not been corroborated in extensive phylogenetic analyses of morphological data or in recent phylogenomic investigations (e.g. Baca et al., 2017; Beutel, 1993; Beutel et al., 2008, 2006; Beutel and Haas, 1996; Beutel and Roughley, 1988; Dressler et al., 2011; Dressler and Beutel, 2010; S. Zhang et al., 2018; but see López-López and Vogler, 2017). On the other hand, the monophyly of the superfamily Dytiscoidea (Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae, Dytiscidae, Hygrobiidae, Meruidae, and Noteridae) is well established (e.g. Baca et al., 2017; Beutel et al., 2013; Dressler et al., 2011; but see López-López and Vogler, 2017). Species of this superfamily can be encountered in virtually every kind of freshwater habitat, including springs, rivers, acidic swamps, lakes, and even in hypersaline or hygropetric habitats. Their widespread occurrence is primarily due to the astounding ecological versatility of species in the family Dytiscidae (Miller and Bergsten, 2016). Interestingly, the phylogenetic relationships within Dytiscoidea are still obscure, especially concerning the hypothesized monophyly of Aspidytidae and the phylogenetic affinities of its species to those of the families Amphizoidae and Hygrobiidae. In the present phylogenomic study, we investigate the above-outlined phylogenetic questions with the largest molecular dataset compiled to date for studying phylogenetic relationships in this group of beetles.

Most species of Dytiscoidea are strictly aquatic, but two families with species inhabiting hygropetric habitats have recently been described. The species of these families occur in geographically disjunct regions. Meruidae, with the single species Meru phyllisae Spangler and Steiner, 2005, is known only from the Guiana Shield region of Venezuela (Spangler and Steiner,
Aspidytidae contain two species, *Sinaspidytes wrasei* (Balke, Ribera, Beutel, 2003) from China (Balke et al., 2003; Toussaint et al., 2015) and *Aspidytes niobe* Ribera, Beutel, Balke, Vogler, 2002 from the Cape region of South Africa (Beutel et al., 2010; Ribera et al., 2002a). Phylogenetic analyses have placed these two families in the superfamily Dytiscoidea (Beutel et al., 2006; Ribera et al., 2002a), along with the Dytiscidae (diving beetles, 4,489 species; Nilsson and Hájek, 2019), Noteridae (burrowing water beetles, 258 species; Nilsson, 2011), Hygrobiidae (squeak beetles, six species) and Amphizoidae (trout stream beetles, five species). The taxonomy of Dytiscoidea has been extensively studied, as have been its morphological and ecological adaptations (Balke and Hendrich, 2016; Miller and Bergsten, 2016) and the anatomy of adults and larvae (Belkaceme, 1991; Beutel, 1993, 1988, 1986a, 1986b; Dressler and Beutel, 2010). Moreover, species of the group are well documented in the fossil record and can be traced back to the Triassic (e.g. Beutel et al., 2013; Ponomarenko, 1993).

The phylogenetic relationships of dytiscoid beetles have been addressed in numerous studies investigating morphology, chemical gland compounds, fossil data, and DNA sequences (Alarie et al., 2011, 2004; Alarie and Bilton, 2005; Baca et al., 2017; Balke et al., 2008, 2005; Beutel et al., 2006; Beutel, 1993; Beutel et al., 2013, 2008; Beutel and Haas, 1996; Burmeister, 1976; Dettner, 1985; Kavanaugh, 1986; López-López and Vogler, 2017; McKenna et al., 2015; Ribera et al., 2002b; Toussaint et al., 2015). Analyses of these different data have not yielded congruent topologies (see Fig. 1 for selected hypotheses). The currently accepted view is that Meruidae + Noteridae represent the sister clade of the remaining four families of the superfamily Dytiscoidea (Fig. 1). However, the affinities of Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae, Dytiscidae, and Hygrobiidae remain unresolved. A clade consisting of Dytiscidae and Hygrobiidae is supported by some morphological features (Balke et al., 2005; Beutel et al., 2006; Dressler and Beutel, 2010), such as the presence of prothoracic glands (Beutel, 1988, 1986b; Forsyth, 1970) but molecular and total evidence analyses
have yielded incongruent topologies (e.g. Baca et al., 2017; Balke et al., 2005; Ribera et al., 2002a; Toussaint et al., 2015).

A sister group relationship between Amphizoidae and Aspidytidae has been suggested in previous studies analyzing molecular data (Balke et al., 2008, 2005; Hawlitschek et al., 2012; Toussaint et al., 2015), but Toussaint et al. (2015) recovered paraphyletic Aspidytidae (in relation to Amphizoidae). Specifically, in a multigene analysis of nucleotide sequence data, and after excluding the highly saturated third codon positions, A. niobe was placed as a sister taxon of Amphizoidae (Fig. 1f). This new hypothesis contributed to the existing confusion on character evolution within Dytiscoidea (Balke et al., 2005; Beutel et al., 2006; Ribera et al., 2002a), because morphological characters of the adult beetles (antenna: configuration of scape and pedicel) suggest a monophyletic Aspidytidae, while morphological characters of the larvae of S. wrasei show considerable structural affinities with those of Amphizoidae (Toussaint et al., 2015).

Given the above outlined uncertainties in the phylogenetic relationships of the families currently included in Dytiscoidea we 1) investigated whether Aspidytidae are monophyletic and 2) inferred the phylogenetic relationships among the families Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae, Hygrobiidae, and Noteridae based on an extensive transcriptomic dataset. In order to achieve these goals, we analyzed whole body transcriptomes of species of all major lineages of Dytiscoidea except Meruidae. We also investigated the effects of different potential sources of conflicting phylogenetic signal and phylogenomic incongruence when estimating phylogenetic relationships within Dytiscoidea, and evaluated the degree of confidence for alternative topologies using branch support tests and a data permutation approach.
2. Materials and methods

2.1 Taxon sampling

We compiled a dataset consisting of de novo-sequenced transcriptomes and of previously published transcriptomes of Dytiscoidea (Table 1). The sampled species represent all extant families of Dytiscoidea except Meruidae (for which transcriptomic data were not available). As there is high confidence in the hypothesized sister group relationship between Meruidae and Noteridae (Baca et al., 2017; Balke et al., 2008; Beutel et al., 2006; Dressler et al., 2011; Toussaint et al., 2015), we do not deem the lack of the species M. phyllisae from our dataset as problematic for investigating the major relationships of Dytiscoidea (see Fig. 1). Representatives of Gyrinidae and Haliplidae were included as outgroups (Baca et al., 2017; Beutel et al., 2013, 2006; Beutel and Haas, 1996; Beutel and Roughley, 1988; Dressler et al., 2011; Dressler and Beutel, 2010).

The de novo-sequenced and assembled transcriptomes were screened for putative adaptor, vector and cross-contaminated sequences (see Suppl. Text 1), and clean assemblies were subsequently submitted to the NCBI-TSA database (Table 1). For a detailed description of the procedures for specimen collection and preservation, RNA isolation, RNA library preparation, transcriptome sequencing, transcriptome assembly, cross-contamination screening and sequence submissions see the Supplementary Text 1. We used custom made Perl and Python scripts to calculate descriptive statistics for each transcriptome in our study (Table 1).

2.2 Orthology assignment and alignment refinement

We identified 3,085 clusters of single-copy genes (COGs) that are non-homologous or out-paralogous among each other at the hierarchical level Endopterygota, based on a customized profile query in OrthoDB v.9.1 (Zdobnov et al., 2017) (see Suppl. Text 1). Our query was based on six endopterygote species (subsequently referred to as reference species) with well sequenced and annotated genomes (Suppl. Table 1). Each transcriptome was searched for transcripts orthologous
to the sequences of a given COG (see Peters et al., 2017; Petersen et al., 2017). This search was performed with Orthograph v.0.6.1 (Petersen et al., 2017). Orthologous sequences for each COG (including those of the reference species) were combined in two FASTA files: one containing sequences at the transcriptional level (i.e. nucleotides, nCOGs), the other containing sequences at the translational level (i.e. amino acids, aaCOGs). The resulting nCOGs and aaCOGs are deposited at MENDELEY DATA (XXXXX).

Alignment of the amino-acid sequences in each aaCOG was performed with MAFFT v.7.309 (Katoh and Standley, 2013) using the algorithm L-INS-i. We screened the amino-acid multiple sequence alignments (MSAs) for potentially misaligned sequences and erroneously identified orthologs using the procedure outlined by Misof et al. (2014). We also adapted the alignment refinement procedure proposed by Misof et al. (2014). Amino-acid and nucleotide sequences that were still identified as outliers after the alignment refinement procedure were removed from the MSAs.

Following the alignment refinement procedure, we removed all sequences of the reference species from the aligned aaCOGs and also discarded their corresponding nucleotide sequences. This resulted in FASTA files that comprised exclusively (aligned) amino-acid or (unaligned) nucleotide sequences of Dytiscoidea and of the outgroup families Gyrinidae and Haliplidae. Next, we discarded all COGs from the ortholog set containing transcripts from fewer than three species. After removing gap-only and ambiguous-only positions from the remaining 2,991 aaCOGs we generated codon-based nucleotide sequence alignments, with a modified version of the script Pal2nal.pl (Suyama et al., 2006) as described by Misof et al. (2014). The 2,991 aligned aaCOGs and the corresponding codon-based alignments are deposited at MENDELEY DATA (XXXXX).
2.3 Concatenation-based and gene-tree-based analysis of amino-acid sequence data

We generated eleven amino-acid supermatrices (Table 2, Suppl. Fig. 1) and assessed the effects of different putative sources of topological incongruence on our concatenation-based phylogenetic inference, namely: 1) alignment masking (i.e. alignment column-filtering) of individual gene partitions when analyzed in a supermatrix context 2) effects of data coverage and phylogenetic information content on the dytiscoid phylogenetic relationships 3) taxonomic decisiveness of gene partitions with respect to a specific phylogenetic question, and 4) effects of compositionally heterogeneous genes in a supermatrix context. We modified the initial supermatrix (supermatrix A, Table 2) by masking the effects of each of the above-mentioned factors one by one (e.g. by removing the randomly similar sections in each gene or removing partitions with low information content). This hierarchical masking strategy progressively resulted in supermatrices to be analyzed with fewer genes and fewer amino-acid alignment sites. We used each generated dataset (Table 2, Suppl. Fig. 1) to infer the phylogeny of Dytiscoidea. The purpose of these analyses was to assess whether or not gradual masking of the initial supermatrix for any of the above factors affected the results of the phylogenetic inference. Amino-acid supermatrices A–K are deposited at MENDELEY DATA (XXXXX).

2.3.1 Masking of the individual amino-acid MSAs

It has been suggested that current methods of alignment masking may lead to biased phylogenetic inferences because alignment columns are filtered too aggressively (Tan et al., 2015). To assess the effect of alignment masking on our results, we first concatenated the original MSAs of aaCOGs without applying alignment masking (supermatrix A). We then applied ALISCORE v.1.2 (Kück et al., 2010; Misof and Misof, 2009) on each aaCOG separately with the options: -r 10^27 (for the maximum number of pairwise sequence comparisons) and -e. The masked genes (aaCOGs) were then concatenated in a new masked supermatrix (supermatrix B). Concatenation of
both masked and unmasked amino-acid MSAs was conducted with FASconCAT-G v.1.02 (Kück and Longo, 2014).

2.3.2 Increasing data coverage and phylogenetic information content

We evaluated whether or not increasing the saturation (SV, the overall degree of data coverage with respect to gene presence or absence) and the phylogenetic information content (IC) of the supermatrix, as a function of data coverage and phylogenetic signal, had an effect on our tree reconstructions. IC and SV values were calculated with MARE v.0.1.2-rc (MAtrix REduction) (Misof et al., 2013). We generated and assessed the following amino-acid supermatrices:

1) supermatrix C: selected optimal subset (SOS, default output supermatrix) of the software MARE when using supermatrix B as input;

2) supermatrix D: inferred from supermatrix B after removing those genes with IC = 0;

3) supermatrix E: selected optimal subset (SOS, default output supermatrix) of the software MARE when using supermatrix D as input.

We also calculated the SV and the IC of every other amino-acid supermatrix (Table 2). In addition, we calculated the overall alignment completeness scores ($C_a$) for all supermatrices (Tables 2 and 3) with AliStat v.1.6 (https://github.com/thomaskf/AliStat, see Misof et al., 2014). The overall completeness score provides a direct measure of the overall degree of missing data in each analyzed supermatrix. Moreover, we generated heatmaps of pairwise completeness scores for every amino-acid and nucleotide sequence supermatrix that we analyzed (Suppl. Fig. 3–23).

2.3.3 Controlling for data decisiveness

We constructed two amino-acid sequence supermatrices to control for data decisiveness following the approach outlined by Dell’Ampio et al. (2014). Data decisiveness refers to the property of a partition to include data of every group of species that is relevant to address a specific
phylogenetic question (e.g. the monophyly of Aspidytidae). We generated a subset of supermatrix E by including only those aaCOGs in which all 14 species were present (supermatrix F). An additional decisive dataset (supermatrix G) was constructed by including only those aaCOGs that included at least one representative of Amphizoidae, Dytiscidae, Gyrinidae, Haliplidae, Hygrobiidae, Noteridae, and both representatives of Aspidytidae (A. niobe + S. wrasei). These two amino-acid sequence datasets were considered decisive for addressing the inter-familiar relationships of Dytiscoidea and the monophyly of Aspidytidae.

2.3.4 Controlling for among-species compositional heterogeneity

Compositional heterogeneity among species in a dataset is often neglected as a source of systematic error in molecular phylogenetic studies (Jermiin et al., 2004; Nesnidal et al., 2010; Philippe and Roure, 2011; Romiguier et al., 2016; Whitfield and Kjer, 2008). We explicitly explored whether among-species compositional heterogeneity biased tree reconstructions. Compositionally heterogeneous aaCOGs were excluded from the decisive amino-acid dataset (supermatrix F) to generate a decisive and more compositionally homogeneous matrix (supermatrix H, Suppl. Fig. 1). Among-species compositional heterogeneity was assessed for each partition separately, based on the partition-specific relative composition frequency variation value (RCFV) (Zhong et al., 2011) calculated by BaCoCa v.1.105 (Kück and Struck, 2014). We followed Fernandez et al. (2016) by considering compositional heterogeneity among species in a given aaCOG to be high when the overall RCFV value was greater than or equal to 0.1. We also filtered supermatrix A and supermatrix E using the same threshold (Table 3, supermatrices J and K) and compared results of tree reconstructions. Complementary to the RCFV approach, we used the software SymTest v.2.0.47 (https://github.com/ottmi/symtest) to calculate the overall deviation from stationarity, reversibility, and homogeneity (SRH) (Jermiin et al., 2008) between the amino-acid (or nucleotide) sequences of the species in each generated supermatrix (see Misof et al., 2014
and Suppl. Text 1). We generated heatmaps to visualize the pairwise deviations from SRH conditions in each generated supermatrix in our study (Suppl. Text 1, Suppl. Fig. 24–44).

2.3.5 Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyses of amino-acid sequence data

For each of the amino-acid sequence supermatrices (A–K) ten independent partitioned tree searches were performed using IQ-TREE v.1.5.5 (or later) (Nguyen et al., 2015) by specifying the aligned aaCOG boundaries. Model selection for each aaCOG was performed with ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017), implemented in IQ-TREE. We considered the following amino-acid substitution models: DAYHOFF (Dayhoff et al., 1978), DCMUT (Kosiol and Goldman, 2005), JTT (Jones et al., 1992), JTTDCMUT (Kosiol and Goldman, 2005), LG (Le and Gascuel, 2008), LG4X (Le et al., 2012), and WAG (Whelan and Goldman, 2001) allowing all possible combinations of modeling rate heterogeneity among sites (options: -mrate E,I,G,I+G,R -gmedian -merit AICc). We used the edge-linked partitioned model for tree reconstruction (option: -spp) allowing each gene to have its own rate but assuming a common topology and proportional branch lengths among all gene partitions (Chernomor et al., 2016). For each supermatrix the most appropriate model for each gene partition was selected during the first tree search (option -m MFP). The resulting NEXUS files of the first run were used as input for all remaining tree searches.

A common practice in phylogenomic analyses is to optimize the partitioning schemes and corresponding substitution models for the data within an algorithmic framework (Lanfear et al., 2014, 2012). Such optimizations of the partitioning schemes are time-consuming and could result in combining different genes in different meta-partition analyses due to the heuristic optimization procedures implemented in the existing software (Lanfear et al., 2014). This can lead to very different model assignments for different genes and therefore would add an additional uncontrollable effect when comparing different supermatrices. By defining the original masked gene boundaries for all supermatrices and by not optimizing the partitioning schemes we excluded...
the effects of differential model fit (due to the different composition of the inferred meta-partitions in each matrix) on the results of tree reconstructions. However, in order to avoid missing a unique topology of Dytiscoidea due to suboptimal model fit we optimized the partitioning scheme for a selection of amino-acid supermatrices. We selected the supermatrices H and E for this purpose, because they gave rise to different topologies when analyzing amino-acid sequence data. We used the relaxed clustering algorithm (rcluster) (Lanfear et al., 2014) and RaxML v.8.2 (options: -raxml -rcluster-max 5000) (Stamatakis, 2014) in PartitionFinder v.2.1.1 (Lanfear et al., 2017) to merge partitions according to the default weights under the AICc information criterion. We restricted the model search in PartitionFinder to the following amino-acid substitution models: DAYHOFF+G, DAYHOFF+G+F, DCMUT+G, DCMUT+G+F, JTT+G, JTT+G+F, LG+G, LG+G+F, LG4X, WAG+G, and WAG+G+F. The inferred schemes and models for the corresponding meta-partitions were defined as input for the IQ-TREE tree searches (v.1.5.5) again with the edge-linked model. Ten independent tree searches were performed with the optimized partitioning schemes of supermatrix E and H. The resulting NEXUS files with the optimized schemes of supermatrix E and of supermatrix H are deposited at MENDELEY DATA (XXXXX). Statistical support of our inferred relationships was assessed based on the non-parametric bootstrap measure (Felsenstein, 1985) and the bootstrap by transfer (TBE) support measure (Lemoine et al., 2018). We calculated 100 non-parametric bootstrap replicates and TBE support using the unoptimized partitioning schemes of all the analyzed amino-acid datasets (Table 2). In addition, we calculated 100 non-parametric bootstrap replicates and TBE support for the optimized partitioning schemes of supermatrices E and H. Subsequently, we mapped the bootstrap support values on the maximum likelihood trees (i.e. trees with the best log-likelihood among all ten tree searches).

For the optimized partitioning schemes of the supermatrices E and supermatrix H we also performed one additional tree search with the options -bb 1,000 -alrt 10,000 -abayes to estimate different measures of branch support implemented in IQ-TREE v.1.5.5: Ultrafast Bootstrap 1
(UFBoot1), SH-like aLRT, and aBayes respectively (Anisimova et al., 2011; Guindon et al., 2010; Minh et al., 2013). We also separately calculated branch support based on the updated version of Ultrafast Bootstrap in IQ-TREE v.1.6.8 (UFBoot2, option: -bnni) with 1,000 replicates (Hoang et al., 2017). After verifying topological congruence to the maximum likelihood tree, we mapped the different branch support values on the maximum likelihood tree (Fig. 2).

For a selection of amino-acid supermatrices, we performed one additional tree search using IQ-TREE v.1.5.5 (or later) by implementing the posterior-mean-site-frequency (PMSF) model (Wang et al., 2017), as a rapid approximation of the site-heterogeneous CAT-like mixture model (Quang et al., 2008) with 60 amino-acid profile categories and the exchange rates of the LG substitution matrix (option: -m LG+C60+G+F). We used the tree with the best log-likelihood that resulted from the analysis based on the partition model as a guide tree. The idea of applying this mixture model was to increase the biological realism of the modeled substitution processes, as it should be able to describe site-specific amino-acid preferences in the supermatrices. Moreover, proponents of the site-heterogeneous mixture models have recommended their use to alleviate systematic errors due to model violations (Lartillot et al., 2007) We calculated the non-parametric bootstrap measure (BS PMSF. Fig. 2a, 2b) when applying the PMSF model (LG+C60+G+F) with 100 replicates (Table 2).

2.3.6 Coalescent-based phylogenetic analysis

The supermatrix approach has been criticized for producing statistically inconsistent topologies as it fails to account for gene tree heterogeneity due to incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) (Kubatko and Degnan, 2007). However, research has shown that concatenation (even unpartitioned) can be more accurate than summary species tree methods under certain conditions (Bayzid and Warnow, 2013; Mirarab et al., 2016; Mirarab and Warnow, 2015; Xu and Yang, 2016) and that summary species tree methods can be sensitive to gene tree estimation errors or to low degree of variation in the analyzed sets of loci (Bayzid and Warnow, 2013; Meiklejohn et al., 2016). In an attempt to
explore the sensitivity of our phylogenetic results to the above mentioned potentially biasing factors, we conducted coalescent species tree analyses with ASTRAL III v.5.5.12 (Mirarab and Warnow, 2015; C. Zhang et al., 2018) as an alternative to the supermatrix approach. We expected that if both methods yield the same topologies for the datasets analyzed, any observed topological differences (between analyzed datasets) would unlikely be due to ILS, hybridization or due to biases resulting from gene tree estimation errors.

We performed the coalescent approach on 1) a selected subset of COGs from supermatrix E and 2) the full set of COGs from supermatrix H. When analyzing supermatrix E, we discarded all COGs with fewer than 13 species and more than 20% ambiguous characters (X, -) to increase data coverage of the selected genes (Sayyari et al., 2017). When analyzing supermatrix H, we selected the full set of COGs to perform the species tree analysis, as this dataset had already a low proportion of missing data (Table 3, Suppl. Fig. 10). Individual gene trees were constructed under the maximum likelihood optimality criterion in IQ-TREE v.1.5.5. Model selection for each aaCOG was restricted to the amino-acid substitution matrices DCMUT, LG, JTT, and WAG under the AICc information criterion. We allowed a maximum of four free rate categories for modeling rate heterogeneity among sites in ModelFinder (option: -cmax 4). We calculated the branch lengths of the estimated species tree in coalescence units in ASTRAL with the option -q. We annotated the species tree with the option -t 2. This resulted in a tree labeled with quartet scores, total quartet support and local posterior probabilities (Sayyari and Mirarab, 2016). Quartet support values (q1, q2, q3) indicate the proportion of induced quartets in the gene trees that agree or disagree with a branch on the calculated species tree. Each alternative value corresponds to the three possible topologies around each branch of interest. The local posterior probabilities are calculated based on the quartet support values (Sayyari and Mirarab, 2016). The first quartet support and local posterior probability for each branch (q1 and pp1 respectively) correspond to the topology that is depicted in the tree that resulted from the coalescent based species tree analysis.
2.4 Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analyses of nucleotide sequence data

We generated the codon-based nucleotide alignment of supermatrix C, by excluding partitions with IC=0 (supermatrix nt.A, Suppl. Fig. 2, Table 3). With this nucleotide supermatrix, we evaluated whether or not 1) there is congruence between amino-acid and nucleotide sequence-based trees, 2) excluding first and third codon positions had a topological effect in the resulting phylogeny of Dytiscoidea, 3) RY-recoding of the nucleotide matrix and subsequent tree reconstruction indicated that heterogeneous base composition is a confounding factor, 4) phylogenetic analyses by including compositionally heterogeneous nCOGs biased tree reconstructions and 5) relative evolutionary rates of COGs affected tree reconstructions. All generated nucleotide sequence supermatrices (Table 3, Suppl. Fig. 2) are deposited at MENDELEY DATA (XXXXX).

Saturation of nucleotide substitutions at third codon positions is a well-known problem when addressing deep phylogenetic relationships (Philippe et al., 2011; Xia et al., 2003) and was also relevant in a recent multigene phylogenetic study of the dytiscoid relationships (Toussaint et al., 2015). Additionally, nucleotide sequences with highly heterogeneous GC content in the third codon positions may contribute to phylogenomic conflict (Romiguier et al., 2016). As a result, the authors of many studies have excluded saturated or compositionally heterogeneous sites prior to their phylogenetic analyses (e.g. Breinholt and Kawahara, 2013; Jarvis et al., 2014; Misof et al., 2014; Pauli et al., 2018; Peters et al., 2017). The second codon positions are arguably the most homogeneous sites among the codon triplets of a supermatrix (e.g. Misof et al., 2014; Timmermans et al., 2016) and should therefore deliver the least biased results. In order to dissect the influence of heterogeneous base composition or saturated substitutions on tree reconstructions, we compared the results of tree reconstructions when 1) including all codon positions of supermatrix nt.A for phylogenetic reconstruction, 2) including only the second codon positions and 3) recoding the nucleotide supermatrix nt.A into RY character states (R: Purines, Y: Pyrimidines). The expectation
is that a recoded matrix should alleviate problems related to compositional heterogeneity and substitution saturation, at the cost of partially eliminating phylogenetic signal.

We further explored the effect of masking (i.e. removing) the most compositionally heterogeneous genes (nCOGs) prior to the tree reconstructions (Table 3). In order to do so, we generated a decisive version of supermatrix nt.A by discarding those nCOGs with fewer than 14 taxa (Suppl. Fig. 2). We did not perform any tree searches for this intermediate decisive dataset.

Subsequently, two reduced versions of this decisive supermatrix were generated by excluding genes with RCFV value greater than 0.08 (supermatrix nt.A.homogeneous1, Table 3) and by excluding genes with RCFV value greater than 0.06 (supermatrix nt.A.homogeneous2, Table 3). In addition, because the evolutionary rates of individual genes are often cited as an important predictor of their phylogenetic utility (Doyle et al., 2015; Klopfstein et al., 2017; Yang, 1998), we explored whether the relative evolutionary rates of the included sets of nCOGs biased tree reconstructions (Suppl. Text 1, Table 3). Lastly, we tested whether removal of the species *S. wrasei* from supermatrices nt.A and nt.A.homogeneous2 affected the phylogenetic placement of Hygrobiidae (Table 3). We decided to remove *S. wrasei*, because it is the species that was associated with the longest tree branches among the two species of Aspidytidae when analyzing codon-based nucleotide sequence data (Fig. 3).

Ten independent tree searches were performed for each generated nucleotide dataset with IQ-TREE v.1.5.5 (or later). Tree searches and model selection in ModelFinder were based on an edge-linked partition model (options. -spp -gmedian -merit AICc), by considering the nCOG boundaries and the GTR substitution matrix (Tavaré, 1986), and by allowing all possible combinations for modeling among site rate variation. The RY recoded (in the form of binary data [0,1]) matrix was analyzed with an edge-linked partition model in IQ-TREE v.1.6.8 (options: -spp -st BIN -m MFP -gmedian -merit AICc). For a selection of nucleotide supermatrices, we optimized the partitioning scheme in PartitionFinder v.2.1.1 by restricting the model search to GTR and GTR+G with the
options -raxml and -rcluster-max 5000 using the AICc information criterion. For this purpose, we selected the datasets with the lowest levels of among-species compositional heterogeneity (Table 3). The resulting combinations of partitions and models were used as input for IQ-TREE v.1.5.5 for ten additional tree searches with the edge-linked model. Statistical branch support was estimated from 100 non-parametric bootstrap replicates, TBE support, 10,000 SH-like aLRT, aBayes, 1,000 UFBoot1 (IQ-TREE v.1.5.5), and 1,000 UFBoot2 (IQ-TREE v.1.6.8, -bnni) replicates on the datasets with the optimized partitioning schemes and on supermatrix nt.A. After verifying topological congruence to the maximum likelihood tree, we mapped these support values on the tree with the best log-likelihood among the trees that resulted from the ten maximum likelihood searches (Fig. 3, Suppl. Fig. 69). We additionally calculated 100 non-parametric bootstrap replicates and TBE support for every other nucleotide sequence dataset (Table 3). The NEXUS files with the optimized schemes of the supermatrices nt.B and nt.A.homogeneous2, calculated with PartitionFinder, are deposited at MENDELEY DATA (XXXXX).

2.5 Branch support tests with four-cluster likelihood-mapping and data permutations.

We tested the statistical robustness of phylogenomic estimates of four selected phylogenetic hypotheses (Suppl. Tables 2 and 3) by means of the four-cluster likelihood-mapping approach (FcLM) on supermatrix E (Strimmer and von Haeseler, 1997). This approach considers the proportion of taxon quartets in a supermatrix that support each of the three alternative topologies around a specific branch of interest (for details, see also the supplementary material provided by Misof et al., 2014). The formulation of each hypothesis was based on the best tree topology inferred from phylogenetically analyzing supermatrix E (Fig. 2b). We assumed taxa within each group definition to be monophyletic. For each FcLM test (Suppl. Tables 2 and 3) we additionally permuted the original matrix in three ways as described by Misof et al. (2014) to evaluate 1) whether or not the quartet support for a certain hypothesis results from genuine phylogenetic signal,
whether or not it is affected by confounding factors relating to compositional heterogeneity, 3) and whether or not the distribution of missing data affected the phylogenetic results (Suppl. Text 1). The FcLM approach and the permutations for testing hypotheses 1 and 3 were also applied on different amino-acid and nucleotide supermatrices (see also Suppl. Text 1 and Sann et al., 2018 for a description of FcLM tests applied at the nucleotide sequence level) with the same taxon group definitions in an attempt to investigate the source of topological incongruence. For each phylogenetic hypothesis tested, we discarded partitions or meta-partitions (if an optimized scheme was calculated for the respective matrix) that were uninformative with respect to a specific taxon-group definition. For the original dataset we used the same models selected during the IQ-TREE tree search for the respective dataset with the option -spp. For the permuted matrices we used the models LG (for amino-acid alignments) and GTR (for the nucleotide alignments) and the option -q for the partition file. All four-cluster likelihood-mapping analyses were conducted using IQ-TREE v.1.5.5.

3. Results

3.1 Orthology assignment and dataset assembly

On average, 2,689 transcripts per species (87 % of 3,085 COGs) passed the reciprocal best hit criterion (Min.= 2,133, Max.= 2,913) during the orthology assignment step. The dataset with the lowest number of assigned orthologs (2,133) was the transcriptome of the diving beetle *Thermonectus intermedius*, while the transcriptome of the species *S. wrasei* was the dataset with the highest number of assigned orthologous transcripts (2,913, Table 4). The average number of outlier sequences per species was 0.4 % (i.e. a mean of 12 outliers per species across 2,991 gene partitions). In total, 167 amino-acid (and corresponding nucleotide) sequences were removed after the alignment refinement step (Suppl. Table 4). The search for ambiguously aligned regions with ALISCORE resulted in the removal of a total number of 276,537 amino-acid sites from the original
3.2 Phylogenetic analyses of amino-acid sequence data

The different maximum likelihood searches for the same datasets resulted in congruent topologies (Fig. 2 and Suppl. Fig. 45–59) irrespective of whether or not we optimized the partitioning scheme (for supermatrices E and H respectively). The phylogenetic analyses with the site-heterogeneous mixture models yielded topologies identical to those obtained when using partition models for the amino-acid datasets analyzed (Suppl. Fig. 49, 51, 55, 57). All phylogenetic analyses inferred the monophyly Dytiscoidea as a whole and of each dytiscoid family, and supported a sister group relationship between Noteridae and all remaining families of Dytiscoidea. All the above relationships received high statistical support when analyzing amino-acid sequence data except for the monophyly of Aspidytidae when performing FcLM analysis on supermatrix E (see section 3.4.1). Moreover, a clade comprising the families Amphizoidae and Aspidytidae was suggested in all maximum likelihood analyses of amino-acid sequence data and is fully supported by all branch support measures (Fig. 2a and 2b). FcLM analysis on both the original and the permuted data of supermatrix E indicate high support for a clade consisting of Amphizoidae and Aspidytidae without detectable confounding signal (section 3.4.2, Hypothesis 2, Suppl. Table 2).

The phylogenetic analyses of the amino-acid supermatrices which were not corrected for among-species compositional heterogeneity, suggested Hygrobiidae as the sister clade to Aspidytidae + Amphizoidae with strong statistical branch support. Analyses of these datasets suggested that the three families collectively form a clade sister to the diving beetles (e.g. Fig. 2b). The analysis of supermatrix H (RCFV-corrected version of supermatrix F) yielded a different arrangement with Hygrobiidae being placed as a sister group to (Amphizoidae + Aspidytidae) + Dytiscidae (Fig. 2a). Furthermore, the phylogenetic analysis of the supermatrices J and K (RCFV-
corrected versions of supermatrices E and A respectively) also suggested the latter sister group relationship (Suppl. Fig. 58–59). Non-parametric bootstrap support for the clade (Amphizoidae + Aspidytidae) + Dytiscidae is not very high (supermatrix H: 79 %, Fig 2a, see also Suppl. Fig. 54, 58–59), but most measures such as BS PMSF, UFBoot1, aBayes, SH-aLRT and TBE strongly support this clade.

The coalescent-based species tree analyses with ASTRAL yielded topologies identical to those obtained from concatenation when analyzing supermatrices E and H (Suppl. Fig. 71–72). Overall, the local posterior probabilities in favor of the monophyly of the dytiscoid lineages except Noteridae (i.e. Aspidytidae + Amphizoidae + Dytiscidae + Hygrobiidae), the monophyly of Aspidytidae, and the monophyly of Amphizoidae + Aspidytidae are high in both coalescent phylogenetic analyses. On the one hand, quartet support shows conflict among the selected gene trees of supermatrix E concerning the monophyly of Aspidytidae (q1=0.44; q2=0.32; q3=0.22) and the placement of Hygrobiidae as a sister group to Aspidytidae and Amphizoidae (q1=0.37; q2=0.26; q3=0.36). On the other hand, the local posterior probabilities for the above relationships are high (0.99 and 0.90 respectively). A low quartet support for the monophyly of Aspidytidae is again observed when analyzing the gene trees of supermatrix H (q1=0.45; q2=0.32; q3=0.21), indicating conflict among the gene trees of this dataset for this relationship. A clade comprising Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae, and Dytiscidae (which resulted from the coalescent analysis of the genes in supermatrix H) received low quartet support (q1=0.37; q2=0.36; q3=0.26). This clade also received low support based on the local posterior probability value (0.73).

3.3 Phylogenetic analyses of nucleotide sequence data

In contrast to the analysis of the amino-acid sequence data, phylogenetic analysis of the codon-based nucleotide sequence data (supermatrix nt.A) yielded paraphyletic Aspidytidae, with S. wrasei placed as a sister taxon of Amphizoidae (Fig. 3b). However, after removal of the most
compositionally heterogeneous genes, the phylogenetic analyses provided strong statistical branch
support for the monophyly of Aspidytidae (Fig. 3a, Suppl. Fig. 65–67). Analyzing exclusively
second codon positions also provided strong support for the hypothesis of Aspidytidae representing
a natural group (Suppl. Fig. 60 and 69). The best tree from the analysis of the RY-recoded
supermatrix supported the monophyly of Aspidytidae as well (Suppl. Fig. 70). Some of the
interfamiliar relationships recovered by the analysis of the recoded nucleotide sequence matrix are
different than the relationships recovered from most of our analyses. The branch support values for
those relationships are high but the internal branches of the tree are very short (Suppl. Fig. 70). As
expected, including only the fastest evolving genes in the dataset delivered phylogenetic
relationships (including paraphyletic Dytiscoidea) not seen in any of the other phylogenetic
analyses. In contrast, removing the ca. 25 % or 75 % of the fastest evolving genes did not result in
topological alterations compared with the original results of the analysis of supermatrix nt.A
(Suppl. Fig. 61 and 63). Phylogenetic analyses of the concatenated codon-based nucleotide
sequence dataset after removing outlier genes with respect to their relative evolutionary rate (Suppl.
Fig. 64), yielded the same topology as the analysis of the supermatrix composed of exclusively
slowly evolving genes (Suppl. Fig. 61).

Analysis of the nucleotide datasets did not corroborate the hypothesis of Hygrobiidae being the
sister group to a clade comprising Aspidytidae, Dytiscidae and Amphizoidae, except when
analyzing exclusively second codon positions. One additional difference between the trees derived
from analyzing codon-based nucleotide sequence data and the tree based on the analysis of
exclusively second codon positions is the placement of Amphizoidae as the sister group of
Dytiscidae (Suppl. Fig. 60 and 69). However, this placement is in conflict with the phylogenies
inferred when analyzing amino-acid data and which suggested a sister group relationship of
Amphizoidae and Aspidytidae (Fig. 2) with high support. The results of the FcLM analysis on the
amino-acid supermatrix E (Suppl. Table 3) are also in support of a clade Amphizoidae +
Aspidytidae without detectable confounding signal (see section 3.4.1). Removal of the species *S. wrasei* from the selected codon-based datasets (nt.A and nt.A.homogeneous2) did not affect the phylogenetic placement of Hygrobiidae (Suppl. Fig. 67–68). However, after removal of *S. wrasei* from the compositionally homogeneous matrix the monophyly of (Amphizoidae + Aspidytidae) + Hygrobiidae is only weakly supported (Suppl. Fig. 67).

### 3.4 Branch support tests with four-cluster likelihood-mapping and data permutations

#### 3.4.1 Monophyly of Aspidytidae

All trees based on the MSAs of amino-acid sequences recovered a monophyletic Aspidytidae. The FcLM analysis of the amino-acid sequence data did not, however, strongly support the monophyly of Aspidytidae (Fig 2c: 55 % of quartets support a monophyletic Aspidytidae when analyzing the original data of supermatrix E). The FcLM results when analyzing supermatrix E show some weaker signal for the placement of *A. niobe* as sister group to Amphizoidae (40 % of quartets). Additionally, after eliminating phylogenetic signal in supermatrix E (permutation scheme I) putative confounding signal emerges supporting the monophyly of Aspidytidae (75 % of quartets). This signal is reduced after having applied permutation scheme II on supermatrix E (40 % of quartets), suggesting that it stems from non-stationary processes among species in supermatrix E (Suppl. Table 2). When the effect of among-species compositional heterogeneity is reduced in the original data (supermatrices H and K), the putative confounding signal supporting the monophyly of Aspidytidae decreases (25 % and 20 % of quartets, permutation scheme I, supermatrix H and K respectively) and the support for the monophyly of Aspidytidae when analyzing the original data increases (60 % of quartets are in favor of the monophyly of Aspidytidae when analyzing the original data of supermatrices H and K).

Maximum likelihood phylogenetic analysis of the supermatrix nt.A strongly supports the sister group relationship between *S. wrasei* and Amphizoidae, as indicated by all applied branch support
measures (Fig. 3b). This arrangement also received relatively high quartet support from the FcLM analysis on the original data of supermatrix nt.A (70 % of quartets, Suppl. Table 3). There is however strong putatively confounding phylogenetic signal in favor of this hypothesis after applying permutation scheme I on supermatrix nt.A (70 % of quartets). This signal is greatly reduced in permutation number II of the same matrix (20 % of quartets), suggesting that it stems from non-stationary processes among species in the supermatrix nt.A. The total number of different quartets that are informative with respect to the monophyly of Aspidytidae is low (20 quartets, Suppl. Table 2) due to the low number of species in our dataset.

3.4.2 Phylogenetic relationships of the dytiscoid families

In all our tree reconstructions, Noteridae were inferred as the sister taxon of all remaining Dytiscoidea (e.g. Fig. 2a, 2b, 3a, 3b). This phylogenetic placement received strong support from most applied statistics, and is also supported by the FcLM and data permutation tests on supermatrix E (100 % of quartets support a clade of Dytiscidae + Hygrobiidae + Amphizoidae + Aspidytidae as the sister group of Noteridae, Suppl. Table 2, Hypothesis 4). In addition, a clade of Aspidytidae + Amphizoidae is fully supported by all analyses based on the amino-acid and nucleotide sequences, except for the analyses of the second codon positions (Suppl. Fig. 60 and 69).

We observed a strong signal in favor of Amphizoidae + Aspidytidae when analyzing the original data of supermatrix E (95.3 % of quartets support Amphizoidae + Aspidytidae, Suppl. Table 2), and no detectable confounding signal for this arrangement after applying permutation scheme I on the same amino-acid dataset (39.1 % of quartets support Amphizoidae + Aspidytidae when eliminating phylogenetic signal in supermatrix E).

The position of Hygrobiidae with respect to Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae and Dytiscidae differs between the trees that were inferred at the amino-acid sequence level when allowing for different degrees of compositional heterogeneity among species in the dataset (e.g. Fig. 2). The two
prevailing phylogenetic hypotheses that were inferred from analyzing amino-acid sequence data (Fig. 2a and 2b) received almost equally high support in the FcLM analyses of the different amino-acid and nucleotide data matrices with no detectable confounding factors (Fig. 2d, Suppl. Tables 2 and 3). This result indicates the substantial phylogenetic conflict among the analyzed quartets for this particular phylogenetic question. Again, the total number of quartets for investigating the phylogenetic hypothesis number 3 was not very high (128 quartets) due to taxon sampling limitations in our dataset.

4. Discussion

4.1 The phylogeny of the dytiscoid families and the monophyly of Aspidytidae

Previous analyses based on either morphological or molecular data were unable to deliver congruent reconstructions of dytiscoid phylogenetic relationships (e.g. Baca et al., 2017; Balke et al., 2008, 2005, Beutel et al., 2013, 2008; Toussaint et al., 2015). We addressed these phylogenetic problems with an unprecedented amount of phylogenomic data representing all dytiscoid families except Meruidae. Results of our phylogenomic analyses are consistent with the hypothesis of Noteridae (plus most likely Meruidae) being the sister group of a clade comprising the families Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae, Dytiscidae, and Hygrobiidae (Baca et al., 2017; Beutel et al., 2008; Dressler et al., 2011; McKenna et al., 2015). The monophyly of the latter clade received strong statistical support in all of our analyses. The phylogenetic relationships within this clade, however, are not robustly resolved and resolution depends on the phylogenetic approach and dataset. Nevertheless, our analyses demonstrate that selecting the datasets that violate model assumptions the least support a sister group relationship between Hygrobiidae and a clade comprising Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae, and Dytiscidae. The monophyly of the latter three families is also suggested by an unusual morphological apomorphy, a pair of large and sclerotized epipharyngeal sensilla (Dressler and Beutel, 2010). A clade comprising the squeak beetles and the diving beetles
(Hygrobiidae + Dytiscidae), as suggested by some studies based on the analysis of morphological characters (e.g. Alarie and Bilton, 2005; Beutel et al., 2013; Beutel and Roughley, 1988; Dressler et al., 2011) was not recovered in any of our analyses. This suggests that prothoracic glands (Forsyth, 1970) have evolved independently in the two families.

All analyses of amino-acid sequence data and nucleotide sequence data with reduced levels of among-species compositional heterogeneity suggest monophyletic Aspidytidae. This result is congruent with the analysis of the morphological characters of the adults of Aspidytidae (Balke et al., 2003). Moreover, we received high branch support and high FcLM support for a clade consisting of Amphizoidae and Aspidytidae in all analyses of amino-acid sequence data, and this phylogenetic relationship is also supported by the analysis of codon-based nucleotide sequence data. On the other hand, the analysis of second codon positions suggested a sister group relationship of Amphizoidae and Dytiscidae. The cause of this incongruent result is unclear, but may be due to insufficient or conflicting signal for this relationship in the second codon positions. Overall, we consider a sister group relationship of Amphizoidae and monophyletic Aspidytidae as the most plausible scenario suggested by our data.

The disjunct geographical distribution of Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae and Hygrobiidae in combination with the extensive molecular divergence among the three families, and between the two aspidytid species in particular, suggests that these groups represent old and relictual lineages. In this aspect, we corroborate the results put forth by Toussaint et al. (2015) and Hawlitschek et al. (2012), who came to similar conclusions, but these conclusions were based on phylogenetic results from only a few molecular loci. Thus, our results provide a base line for future phylogenomic analyses of dytiscoid relationships and help to identify the most pressing open questions. Additionally, we want to emphasize that the disjunct, relict and micro-endemic distribution of Aspidytidae demands appropriate actions to conserve their habitats and future existence.
The instability of the phylogenetic placement of Hygrobiidae among the different datasets analyzed deserves special attention. The lack of resolution in phylogenetics is often attributed to biological phenomena of ancient rapid cladogenesis (Whitfield and Kjer, 2008). Signatures of such processes when analyzing genome-scale data are illustrated by either low levels of phylogenetic signal or highly conflicting phylogenetic signal (Suh, 2016; Whitfield and Kjer, 2008). Our FcLM results as well as the coalescent analyses showed substantial levels of phylogenomic conflict for the interrelationships of the dytiscoid families Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae and Hygrobiidae. The large molecular divergence observed between these families and within Aspidytidae, together with their disjunct geographical distributions and the high levels of gene tree conflict for the interfamiliar relationships observed here, are indications that these lineages may have originated via rapid cladogenesis. On the other hand, such ancient rapid speciation events can be difficult to distinguish from other causes related to data quality and conflict in the analyzed datasets (Whitfield and Kjer, 2008) and this hypothesis should be further tested using molecular dating and diversification analyses.

The lack of phylogenetic resolution can be the result of deficient taxon sampling (Nabhan and Sarkar, 2012). We acknowledge the sensitivity of phylogenetic reconstructions to taxon sampling, yet we consider our dataset as the most comprehensive genome-scale dataset to date in terms of the number of included species within the small families Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae and Hygrobiidae. Furthermore, we acknowledge that the statistical power of the FcLM approach is highly dependent on the number of sampled species. Increasing the available genomic data, especially within the species-rich Dytiscidae and Noteridae, will inevitably boost the statistical power of the FcLM analyses and further facilitate addressing the persisting phylogenetic uncertainties. Lastly, the analysis of other kind of data such as whole genome sequences, and genomic meta-characters can provide additional or complementary evidence to decipher the evolutionary history of Dytiscoidea (Niehuis et al., 2012).
4.2 Model violations bias the reconstruction of the phylogeny of Dytiscoidea

We pointed out that model violations are one very likely source of the observed phylogenetic discrepancies among the different datasets that we analyzed. This is not an unknown phenomenon, as violations of model assumptions, uneven distribution of data coverage, data-type effects, or unnoticed cross-contamination are some of the factors that can strongly bias the results of tree reconstructions (Borowiec et al., 2019; Feuda et al., 2017; Jeffroy et al., 2006; Jermiin et al., 2004; Nesnidal et al., 2013; Philippe et al., 2011; Reddy et al., 2017; Whitfield and Kjer, 2008). In the presented analysis of the dytiscoid relationships we are able to show that masking the genes with the highest levels of among-species compositional heterogeneity altered the topologies of the inferred phylogenetic trees. This was the case irrespective of whether or not we analyzed amino-acid sequence data or nucleotide sequence data. We deduce from this that scientists should seek to take measures against violations of model assumptions in order to more accurately infer the real evolutionary history of the taxa of interest.

At the amino-acid sequence level, we reconstructed phylogenetic relationships of Dytiscoidea based on three supermatrices for which the most compositionally heterogeneous genes had been removed (supermatrices H, J, and K). All of these reconstructions yielded congruent topologies, with respect to the interrelationships of the dytiscoid families, which differed from the topologies that resulted from the analyses of the compositionally heterogeneous amino-acid sequence datasets. The effects of among-species compositional heterogeneity at the amino-acid sequence level is further corroborated by our FcLM tests. Although Aspidytidae are recovered as a monophylum when analyzing amino-acid sequence data, there is detectable confounding signal supporting this monophyly in the compositionally heterogeneous supermatrix E. This putatively confounding signal most likely stems from compositional heterogeneity among species in the alignment because it is reduced when analyzing the datasets with reduced levels of among-species compositional
heterogeneity. Furthermore, despite the fact that phylogenetic analysis of both the compositionally
homogeneous and the compositionally heterogeneous amino-acid datasets yielded monophyletic
Aspidytidae, the compositionally homogeneous supermatrices showed slightly increased
phylogenetic signal supporting the monophyly of Aspidytidae. We conclude from these
observations that gene partitions with high degrees of among-species compositional heterogeneity
biased some of our phylogenetic analyses and are one very likely source of incongruence between
tree topologies inferred from analyzing amino-acid sequence data.

Summary coalescent phylogenetic analyses (Mirarab and Warnow, 2015) suggested topologies
identical to those obtained when applying a concatenation approach. The observation that both
approaches resulted in the same topology irrespective of what dataset we analyzed makes us
confident that the incongruence between topologies of different datasets are not due to high levels
of incomplete lineage sorting or ancient introgression. This observation further suggests that the
applied summary species tree method is sensitive to the same compositional bias as the supermatrix
approach.

Our results showed that reducing the degree of missing data and indecisive gene partitions in
the amino-acid supermatrices did not affect the topology of the reconstructed dytiscoid phylogeny.
The analysis of the amino-acid sequence supermatrix with 100 % data coverage across all species
delivered the same topology as the analyses of the non-homogeneous datasets, further supporting
the idea that non-random distribution of missing data unlikely accounts for the observed topological
differences. Additionally the use of site-heterogeneous amino-acid mixture models in a maximum
likelihood framework yielded identical topologies compared with the analysis based on site-
homogeneous partition models. The overall information content of the supermatrices (Misof et al.,
2013) could not be related to the topological incongruence.

It has been argued that alignment masking might be detrimental to reliable phylogenetic
reconstructions (Tan et al., 2015). Tan and colleagues (2015) argue that alignment masking
eliminates too much phylogenetic signal and therefore reduces the resolution of single-gene phylogenetic inferences. We found no evidence that alignment masking affected the topology of the dytiscoid phylogeny in the analyses of concatenated and masked aaCOGs.

The analysis of the nucleotide sequence data revealed that first and third codon positions are heterogeneous in their base composition, because their inclusion results in a major deviation from SRH conditions. Congruently, the Bowker’s pairwise symmetry tests corroborate previous hypotheses that the smallest deviations from SRH conditions are consistently observed in datasets composed solely of second codon positions. Reducing among-species compositional heterogeneity, by recoding the nucleotide sequence data or by removing compositionally heterogeneous genes, restored the monophyly of the cliff water beetles, congruent with tree reconstructions based on the amino-acid sequence datasets. These results indicate that the paraphyly of Aspidytidae as it was found by Toussaint et al. (2015) could also be an artifact resulting from compositional biases in the underlying dataset. Additional evidence for the effect of compositional bias on the analysis of the nucleotide sequence data comes from the results of the FcLM. The FcLM results on supermatrix nt.A suggest that the paraphyletic Aspidytidae stems from non-stationary processes among species in the analyzed dataset, as the signal in favor of this relationship is greatly reduced when applying permutation scheme II. The FcLM results of the nucleotide matrix after reducing among-species compositional heterogeneity shows that there is weak signal supporting the original results (40 %) but there are no detectable confounding effects observed for this arrangement. Taken together these results suggest that the observed paraphyly Aspidytidae obtained when analyzing supermatrix nt.A probably stems from systematic bias owing to among-species compositional heterogeneity in first and third codon positions.

We compared the resolution of three distinct sets of genes relative to their evolutionary rate and found that except for the set of genes with the highest relative evolutionary rates, the selection of gene sets did not influence the results. In the extreme case of analyzing a set of the ca. 25 % of the
fastest evolving genes in our supermatrix, we recovered many unexpected relationships, which in turn suggests that including only fast evolving genes results in erroneous phylogenetic estimates of the dytiscoid relationships. Analyses based on the 25% of the most slowly evolving genes yielded results congruent with those obtained when analyzing all genes (i.e., those of supermatrix nt.A). We also find that after extending the phylogenetic analysis to the 75% of the slowest evolving genes (i.e. by removing only the 25% of the fastest evolving genes), the relationships recovered are the same as when analyzing supermatrix nt.A, including the paraphyly of Aspidytidae. Hence, we hypothesize that the paraphyly of Aspidytidae, obtained when analyzing the nucleotide sequence data of supermatrix nt.A, is very likely not driven by the confounding effects of genes with very high evolutionary rates.

5. Conclusions

Our extensive phylogenomic analyses resolve some outstanding issues in adephagan beetle phylogeny, as well as pointing to some problems which apply to phylogenomic approaches more generally. We present evidence that the cliff water beetles (Aspidytidae) constitute a monophylum despite their highly disjunct geographical distribution and large molecular divergence. In addition, our analyses suggest that Aspidytidae are the closest relatives of Amphizoidae. The close affinity of Amphizoidae and Aspidytidae is supported by most of our phylogenetic analyses and by FcLM tests of amino-acid sequence data. Our study could not provide conclusive evidence for some of the interfamiliar relationships of Dytiscoidea, yet we show that excluding genomic regions with high among-species compositional heterogeneity yields different topologies for our transcriptomic dataset. After accounting for most potential tree confounding factors, we consider a sister group relationship between Hygrobiidae and a clade comprising Amphizoidae, Aspidytidae, and Dytiscidae to most likely represent the evolutionary relationships. Overall, we demonstrated in our study how confounding parameters can lead to misleading results. Our study also highlights the
importance of interpreting, integrating and summarizing across different datasets and tree-inference
approaches for drawing major phylogenetic conclusions. It is obvious that incongruence due to
model violations, uneven distribution of missing data, unequal evolutionary rates, as well as
conflicting phylogenetic signal among gene trees will prevail in primarily sequence-based
phylogenomic analyses, and measures need to be taken against violations of model assumptions. An
alternative or complementary route would be the comparative analyses of genomic meta-characters
such as the position of introns, the evolution of gene families, or the structure of genes. The
tremendous advances in sequencing technologies are currently opening a window into these fields
of research (Niehuis et al., 2012).
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Table 1: An overview of the newly sequenced and previously published transcriptomes that were analyzed in the present study. NCBI accession numbers and descriptive statistics to each transcriptome are provided. Species whose transcriptomes were analyzed are given in alphabetic order.

Table 2: Detailed information and statistics of each generated amino-acid supermatrix analyzed in this study. The overall alignment completeness score of each matrix was calculated with the software AliStat. Matrix phylogenetic information content and saturation were calculated with the software MARE. The RCFV value was calculated with BaCoCa. Pairwise tests of symmetry for the Bowker’s test were performed with SymTest. (Ca: overall alignment completeness score, SV: matrix saturation values, IC: matrix phylogenetic information content).

Table 3: Detailed information and statistics of each generated nucleotide supermatrix analyzed in this study. The overall alignment completeness score of each matrix was calculated with AliStat. Pairwise tests of symmetry for the Bowker’s test were performed with SymTest. Median p-values 0.00E+00 for the Bowker's test indicate very small numbers. (Cₐ: Overall alignment completeness score).

Table 4: Summarized statistics of the results of the transcript orthology assignment at the amino-acid sequence level. Species whose transcriptomes were analyzed are given in alphabetic order. The summary statistics were calculated with the helper scripts provided with the Orthograph package.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species name/Transcriptome</th>
<th>Family</th>
<th>TSA accession</th>
<th>BioSample accession</th>
<th>Bioproject accession</th>
<th>Reference/Source</th>
<th>No. contigs</th>
<th>After local VecScreen</th>
<th>After contam. check</th>
<th>Contigs published</th>
<th>Mean length</th>
<th>Median length</th>
<th>N50 length</th>
<th>Max. length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amphizoa insolens LeConte, 1853</td>
<td>Amphizoidae</td>
<td>GFUZ01000000</td>
<td>SAMN07501457</td>
<td>PRJNA398088</td>
<td>NCBI-TSA</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>23,404</td>
<td>1,265</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>1,858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Amphizoa</em> lecontei Matthews, 1872</td>
<td>Amphizoidae</td>
<td>GFUH01000000</td>
<td>SAMN07289768</td>
<td>PRJNA392306</td>
<td>this study</td>
<td>53,433</td>
<td>53,331</td>
<td>53,298</td>
<td>53,272</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>467</td>
<td>1,540</td>
<td>15,581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspidytes niobe Ribera, Beutel, Balke, Vogler, 2002</td>
<td>Aspidytidae</td>
<td>GFUC01000000</td>
<td>SAMN07279561</td>
<td>PRJNA391973</td>
<td>this study</td>
<td>22,688</td>
<td>22,683</td>
<td>22,269</td>
<td>22,272</td>
<td>1,173</td>
<td>716</td>
<td>1,996</td>
<td>9,941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batrachomatus nannup (Watts, 1978)</td>
<td>Dytiscidae</td>
<td>GFUJ01000000</td>
<td>SAMN07280954</td>
<td>PRJNA392058</td>
<td>this study</td>
<td>43,890</td>
<td>43,601</td>
<td>43,554</td>
<td>43,521</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>1,151</td>
<td>15,127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybister lateralimarginalis (DeGeer, 1774)</td>
<td>Dytiscidae</td>
<td>GDLH01000000</td>
<td>SAMN03799556</td>
<td>PRJNA286512</td>
<td>1KITE, this study</td>
<td>31,471</td>
<td>31,470</td>
<td>31,403</td>
<td>31,402</td>
<td>981</td>
<td>577</td>
<td>1,996</td>
<td>47,239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dineutus sp.</td>
<td>Gyrinidae</td>
<td>GDNB01000000</td>
<td>SAMN03799560</td>
<td>PRJNA286516</td>
<td>1KITE, this study</td>
<td>25,920</td>
<td>25,915</td>
<td>24,679</td>
<td>24,661</td>
<td>862</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>1,281</td>
<td>11,252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyrinus marinus Gyllenhal, 1808</td>
<td>Gyrinidae</td>
<td>GAUY02000000</td>
<td>SAMN02047132</td>
<td>PRJNA219564</td>
<td>1KITE, Misof et al. (2014)</td>
<td>23,637</td>
<td>23,637</td>
<td>23,510</td>
<td>23,491</td>
<td>866</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>1,426</td>
<td>13,197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halipus fluviatilis Aubé, 1836</td>
<td>Halipidae</td>
<td>GDMW01000000</td>
<td>SAMN03799569</td>
<td>PRJNA286525</td>
<td>1KITE, this study</td>
<td>46,197</td>
<td>46,191</td>
<td>45,977</td>
<td>45,915</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>1,504</td>
<td>34,051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hygrobia hermanni (Fabricius, 1775)</td>
<td>Hygrobiidae</td>
<td>GFUK01000000</td>
<td>SAMN07297121</td>
<td>PRJNA392382</td>
<td>this study</td>
<td>62,884</td>
<td>62,877</td>
<td>62,691</td>
<td>62,715</td>
<td>923</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>1,430</td>
<td>19,834</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hygrobia nigra</em> (Clark, 1862)</td>
<td>Hygrobiidae</td>
<td>GFUN01000000</td>
<td>SAMN07287246</td>
<td>PRJNA392270</td>
<td>this study</td>
<td>28,837</td>
<td>28,835</td>
<td>28,561</td>
<td>28,569</td>
<td>918</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>1,492</td>
<td>10,964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithopterus haemorrhoidalis (Fabricius, 1877)</td>
<td>Dytiscidae</td>
<td>GFUI01000000</td>
<td>SAMN07280875</td>
<td>PRJNA392045</td>
<td>this study</td>
<td>66,642</td>
<td>66,327</td>
<td>66,281</td>
<td>66,211</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>8,663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noterus clavicornis (DeGeer, 1774)</td>
<td>Noteridae</td>
<td>GDNA01000000</td>
<td>SAMN03799605</td>
<td>PRJNA286561</td>
<td>1KITE, this study</td>
<td>21,719</td>
<td>21,716</td>
<td>21,606</td>
<td>21,601</td>
<td>1,046</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>1,695</td>
<td>37,302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinaspides wrasei (Balke, Ribera, Beutel, 2003)</td>
<td>Aspidytidae</td>
<td>GDNH01000000</td>
<td>SAMN03799537</td>
<td>PRJNA286492</td>
<td>1KITE, this study</td>
<td>41,855</td>
<td>41,748</td>
<td>37,769</td>
<td>37,371</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>1,725</td>
<td>25,916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermonectus intermedius Crotch, 1873</td>
<td>Dytiscidae</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Boussau et al. (2014)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>15,833</td>
<td>1,351</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>1,938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amino-acid matrix ID</td>
<td>No. of taxa</td>
<td>No. of amino-acid sites</td>
<td>No. of gene partitions</td>
<td>C₂</td>
<td>SV</td>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Percentage of pairwise p-values &lt; 0.05 for the Bowker's test</td>
<td>Optimization of partitioning scheme</td>
<td>No. of tree searches with unoptimized partitioning scheme</td>
<td>No. of meta-partitions</td>
<td>No. of tree searches with optimized partitioning scheme</td>
<td>No. of bootstraps with unoptimized partitioning scheme</td>
<td>No. of tree searches with the PMSF model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1,661,023</td>
<td>2,991</td>
<td>0.5976280</td>
<td>0.893</td>
<td>0.521</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1,384,486</td>
<td>2,991</td>
<td>0.6824300</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>955,158</td>
<td>1,901</td>
<td>0.6668550</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>96.70 %</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1,366,298</td>
<td>2,948</td>
<td>0.6888650</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>948,772</td>
<td>1,884</td>
<td>0.6654340</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>95.60 %</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>902</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>468,720</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0.7548040</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>90.11 %</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>806,143</td>
<td>1,634</td>
<td>0.7016170</td>
<td>0.951</td>
<td>0.661</td>
<td>93.41 %</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>211,275</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>0.8592440</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.660</td>
<td>73.63 %</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>218,940</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0000000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>94.51 %</td>
<td>N/A (unpartitioned)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>391,961</td>
<td>814</td>
<td>0.7751530</td>
<td>0.927</td>
<td>0.639</td>
<td>84.62 %</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>721,765</td>
<td>1,344</td>
<td>0.6862060</td>
<td>0.868</td>
<td>0.494</td>
<td>95.60 %</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Table 2)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nucleotide dataset</th>
<th>No. of taxa</th>
<th>No. of nucleotide sites</th>
<th>No. of gene partitions</th>
<th>C_2</th>
<th>Percentage of pairwise p-values &lt; 0.05 for the Bowker's test</th>
<th>Median pairwise p-value for the Bowker's test</th>
<th>No. tree searches with the unoptimized partitioning scheme</th>
<th>No. bootstraps with the unoptimized partitioning scheme</th>
<th>Optimization of the partitioning scheme</th>
<th>No. tree searches with the optimized partitioning scheme</th>
<th>No. bootstraps with the optimized partitioning scheme</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.A</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4,098,894</td>
<td>2,948</td>
<td>0.6889</td>
<td>98.90 %</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Codon-based nucleotide sequence alignment of supermatrix C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.B</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1,366,298</td>
<td>2,948</td>
<td>0.6889</td>
<td>97.80 %</td>
<td>3.20E-39</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Second codon positions of supermatrix nt.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.A.recoded</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4,098,894</td>
<td>2,948</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>RY recoded matrix of supermatrix nt.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.A.homogeneous1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>617,355</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>0.8427</td>
<td>98.90 %</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Removed genes with RCFV &gt; 0.08 from the decisive version of supermatrix nt.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.A.homogeneous2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>186,498</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>0.8849</td>
<td>98.90 %</td>
<td>8.40E-75</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Removed genes with RCFV &gt; 0.06 from a decisive version of supermatrix nt.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.A.slow</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>920,700</td>
<td>737</td>
<td>0.6074</td>
<td>98.90 %</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Removed genes with a relative rate &gt; Q1 of sorted rates from supermatrix nt.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.A.fast</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1,204,353</td>
<td>749</td>
<td>0.6623</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Removed genes with a relative rate &lt; Q3 of sorted rates from supermatrix nt.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.A.fast_removed</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2,913,135</td>
<td>2,212</td>
<td>0.7002</td>
<td>100.00 %</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Removed genes with a relative rate &gt; Q3 of sorted rates from supermatrix nt.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.A.out_removed</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>3,811,368</td>
<td>2,804</td>
<td>0.7001</td>
<td>98.90 %</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Removed genes with outlier values of relative rates from supermatrix nt.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.A.sw</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4,092,338</td>
<td>2,948</td>
<td>0.6805</td>
<td>98.72 %</td>
<td>0.00E+00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Removed species Sinaspidytes wrasei from supermatrix nt.A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supermatrix.nt.A.homogeneous2.sw</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>186,468</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>0.8810</td>
<td>98.72 %</td>
<td>1.06E-48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Removed species Sinaspidytes wrasei from supermatrix nt.A.homogeneous2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Species name/Transcriptome</td>
<td>No. of orthologous hits</td>
<td>Proportion of COGs (%)</td>
<td>Total no. of amino acids</td>
<td>No. of X residues</td>
<td>No. of stop codons</td>
<td>N50 of protein lengths</td>
<td>Mean protein length</td>
<td>Median protein length</td>
<td>Maximum protein length</td>
<td>Minimum protein length</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphizoa insolens LeConte, 1853</td>
<td>2,820</td>
<td>91.41%</td>
<td>1,109,394</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>491</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>3,633</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphizoa lecontei Matthews, 1872</td>
<td>2,765</td>
<td>89.63%</td>
<td>964,227</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>446</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>2,409</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspidytes niobe Ribera, Beutel, Balke, Vogler, 2002</td>
<td>2,780</td>
<td>90.11%</td>
<td>1,077,674</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>328</td>
<td>2,159</td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batrachomatus nannup (Watts, 1978)</td>
<td>2,561</td>
<td>83.01%</td>
<td>797,222</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>2,142</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybister lateralimarginalis (DeGeer, 1774)</td>
<td>2,680</td>
<td>86.87%</td>
<td>1,084,064</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>508</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>6,510</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dineutus sp.</td>
<td>2,642</td>
<td>85.64%</td>
<td>781,715</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>2,168</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gyrinus marinus Gyllenhal, 1808</td>
<td>2,571</td>
<td>83.34%</td>
<td>830,399</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>322</td>
<td>291</td>
<td>1,478</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halipus fluviatilis Aubé, 1836</td>
<td>2,891</td>
<td>93.71%</td>
<td>1,171,464</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>502</td>
<td>405</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>2,924</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hygrobia hermanni (Fabricius, 1775)</td>
<td>2,903</td>
<td>94.10%</td>
<td>1,249,213</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>3,455</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hygrobia nigra (Clark, 1862)</td>
<td>2,662</td>
<td>86.29%</td>
<td>950,213</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>1,977</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liopterus haemorrhoidalis (Fabricius, 1787)</td>
<td>2,450</td>
<td>79.42%</td>
<td>698,178</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>2,249</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noterus clavicornis (DeGeer, 1774)</td>
<td>2,868</td>
<td>92.97%</td>
<td>1,128,976</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>6,482</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sinaspidytes wrasei (Balke, Ribera, Beutel, 2003)</td>
<td>2,913</td>
<td>94.42%</td>
<td>1,187,784</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>3,305</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermonectus intermedius Crotch, 1873</td>
<td>2,133</td>
<td>69.14%</td>
<td>897,627</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>6,828</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1: Overview of different phylogenetic hypotheses on family phylogenetic relationships among Dytiscoida proposed in previous studies that had analyzed molecular and morphological data. (Note that Meruidae were not included in all studies. However, since their sister group relationship to Noteridae is generally considered undisputed, we consistently included them in the overview: “Meruidae + Noteridae”). a) Balke et al. (2005) based on morphological data, b) Baca et al. (2017) based on UCE data, c) Beutel et al. (2013, 2006) based on morphological data, d) Ribera et al. (2002a) based on morphological and molecular data, e) Balke et al. (2005, 2008) based on molecular data and Balke et al. (2005) based on morphological and molecular data, f) Toussaint et al. (2015) based on molecular data and McKenna et al. (2015) based on molecular data with only Aspidytes included.

Figure 2: Different phylogenetic hypotheses deduced from the analysis of amino-acid sequence data. a) Phylogram with the best log-likelihood score on the optimized scheme of supermatrix and b) phylogram with the best log-likelihood score on the optimized scheme of supermatrix E. Branch support is denoted based on 100 non-parametric bootstrap replicates (BS), 100 non-parametric bootstraps based on the PMSF model (BS PMSF), 10,000 SH-like aLRT replicates (SH-aLRT), aBayes support, 1,000 Ultrafast Bootstraps 1 (UFBoot1), 1,000 Ultrafast Bootstraps 2 (UFBoot2, -bnni), and 100 bootstraps by transfer (TBE). Both trees are rooted with Gyrinidae. Congruent and incongruent clades between the two trees (in terms of included terminal taxa) are illustrated in different colors. c) Results of the FcLM analysis on the original data of supermatrix E for the phylogenetic hypothesis 1 (i.e. monophyly of Aspidytidae). d) Results of the FcLM analysis on the original data of supermatrix E for the phylogenetic hypothesis 3 (i.e. Hygrobiidae are the sister

Figure 3: Comparison of phylogenetic hypotheses resulted from the analysis of the codon-based nucleotide sequence data. Congruent and incongruent clades between the two trees (in terms of included terminal taxa) are illustrated in different colors. a) Phylogram with the best log-likelihood score on the optimized scheme of supermatrix nt.A.homogeneous2. b) Phylogram with the best log-likelihood score on the unoptimized partitioning scheme of supermatrix nt.A. Branch support is denoted based on 100 non-parametric bootstrap replicates (BS), 10,000 SH-like aLRT replicates (SH-aLRT), aBayes support, 1,000 Ultrafast Bootstraps 1 (UFBoot1), 1,000 Ultrafast Bootstraps 2 (UFBoot2, -bnni), and 100 bootstraps by transfer (TBE). Both trees were rooted with Gyrinidae.